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内容简介

Two brutal murders.Two dead high school stucents.Two families bereaved.Two men suspected of
killing their lovers...
  Twenty-eight years separate the crimes that link Tony Lord and Sam Robb.
  In 1967 Tony Lord is suspected of killing his girfriend Alison,but the case never comes to
trial,and Tony has never officially cleared his name in a case that is still open.
  In 1995,Tony is a successful San Francisco attorney and receives a desperate call from Sam's
wife:Sam has been accused of the murder of one of his stucents.Reluctantly,but inevitably,Tony
agrees to defend his boyhood friend.
  At once,Tony is plunged into the unfinished business of his past.And in the merciless arena of
the murder trial,he must face not only his fear that Sam is a killer,but also the dark,buried truths that
surround Alison's death all those years earlier.
Two brutal murders.Two dead high school stucents.Two families bereaved.Two men suspected of
killing their lovers...  Twenty-eight years separate the crimes that link Tony Lord and Sam Robb.
  In 1967 Tony Lord is suspected of killing his girfriend Alison,but the case never comes to
trial,and Tony has never officially cleared his name in a case that is still open.  In 1995,Tony is a
successful San Francisco attorney and receives a desperate call from Sam's wife:Sam has been
accused of the murder of one of his stucents.Reluctantly,but inevitably,Tony agrees to defend his
boyhood friend.  At once,Tony is plunged into the unfinished business of his past.And in the
merciless arena of the murder trial,he must face not only his fear that Sam is a killer,but also the
dark,buried truths that surround Alison's death all those years earlier.
作者简介：  Richard North patterson has been a San Francisco trial lawyer and a partner in the
firm of McCutchen,Doyle,Brown & Emerson.He is now a full-time wirter.His First novel,Teh
Lasko tangent,won an Edgar Allan Poeaward and his last three books,Degree of Guilt,Eyes of a
Child and The Final fudgement have been top five New Your Times bestsellers.
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